Sonochemistry of volatile and non-volatile solutes in aqueous solutions: e.p.r. and spin trapping studies.
Recent spin trapping studies of the free radical intermediates generated by the sonolysis of aqueous solutions are reviewed. Studies of rare gas saturated solutions of volatile solutes (e.g., methanol and ethanol) and of non-volatile solutes (acetate, amino acids, sugars, pyrimidines, nucleotides and surfactants) are consistent with the theory of three reaction zones in aqueous sonochemistry. The very high temperatures and pressures induced by acoustic cavitation in collapsing gas bubbles in aqueous solutions lead to the thermal dissociation of water vapour into hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl radicals. Reactions take place in the gas phase (pyrolysis reactions), in the region of the gas-liquid interface, and in the bulk of the solution at ambient temperature (similar to radiation chemistry reactions). By use of the rare gases with different thermal conductivities, the contributions of individual reaction steps with widely different energies of activation can be evaluated.